Concealed Weapon Detection
Integration Services
The United States Department of Homeland
Security defines the active shooter as “an
individual actively engaged in killing or attempting
to kill people in a conﬁned and populated area; in
most cases, active shooters use firearms and there
is no pattern
or method
to their
selection
of victims.”

Active Threat’s are a stark reality of law
enforcement today, and we have very little to
prepare and protect us from these individuals and
groups. Most incidents occur at locations in which
the killers find little impediment in pressing their
attack, and having limited security measures to
protect members of the public. Why aren’t these
locations protected? Cost and availability of
effective technology are two main reasons. It is
clear that once an Active Shooting event is
underway nobody wins. The key is to short circuit
the event through prevention technologies and
security protocols.
Current technology requires compliance on the
part of the target subject. With a fixed installation
at a secure facility, perimeter controls require
costly operator manpower and can be avoided
during a dedicated assault. Individual screening
with equipment that employ millimeter bandwidth
scans are slow and prone to operator errors or
false-positive results along with increasing privacy
concerns. Expensive and slow, increased usage of
large fixed detection equipment will inevitably shift
threats to “softer” less secure targets.

Practical detectors must be reasonably priced,
small, covertly located, simple to operate, safe to
health, have an intelligent yes/no decision making
capability, and possess a low false alarm rate in the
presence of strong relative interference and a
background of innocuous normally carried metal.
Sengex has partnered with Patriot One
Technologies, and its award winning PATSCANCMR solution, to directly address the very real and
growing Active Threat phenomena which has
become a significant force for shaping research in
weapons detection. Patriot One has developed the
basis for portable devices to assist military and
civilian security personnel in the detection of
concealed weapons. The technology, which is
intended to be placed in entryways and other key
locations, utilizes radio wave emissions that safely
target, identify and notify of concealed threat
potential through software recognition of specific
wavelength patterns.
Early warning is the key to effective deployment of
timely countermeasures, and Patriot One’s
PATSCAN-CMR
provides an
automated alert
system capable
of covertly screening
moving individuals
for on-body
concealed weapons
(handguns, knives,
grenades, explosive
vests, etc.).
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Figure One: PATSCAN-CMR early-warning detection functional overview

PATSCAN-CMR screens individuals in real time as they pass though the PATSCAN-CMR detection field
in access points, halls and entryways. Installation can be covert or overt from any direction (e.g., sides,
directly above or below), subject to need and structural considerations. Eliminates institutional metal
detector style look and feel. PATSCAN-CMR patent-pending Cognitive Microwave Radar employs a
network-wide ability to “learn” and adapt to new threats as “signature” patterns are identified.
Pattern updates are transmitted network-wide offering an ever increasing signature library.
Sengex’s THREAT (Threat Reduction Engineering and Assessment Team) services combined with
PATSCAN-CMR will enable customers to prepare and deploy before the fear of a active shooter or
terrorist event becomes a reality. THREAT services for concealed weapon detection include:
• Clearly identifying and understanding client needs and develop or tailoring available solution to
meet those needs
• Identifying solutions that not only address a need or problem, but also achieves optimum
efficiency in ongoing operation
• Provide turnkey engagement for install and validation of solution via our “Proof of Concept”
process all the way until system deployment and ongoing support
• Achieve maximum efficiency to overall security practices through
integration of solutions, or multiple technologies into existing security operations.
With over 120+ years of combined experience in understanding and implementing threat security
technologies, Sengex’s THREAT for concealed weapon detection ensures minimize disruption,
enhance capabilities and seamlessly integration of PATSCAN-CMR into daily operations against active
shooter threats.
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